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About This Content

Enhance your Vault-hunting experience with a fresh new style! This pack contains the Horned Child head and Bring Out Your
Dead skin for the Mechromancer - look for them in the character customization menu! This pack requires the Mechromancer

pack, sold separately.
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Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
Gearbox Software, Aspyr (Mac), Aspyr (Linux)
Publisher:
2K, Aspyr (Mac), Aspyr (Linux)
Franchise:
Borderlands
Release Date: 22 Jan, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3

Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual Core Processor

Memory: 2 GB(XP)/ 2 GB(Vista)

Hard Disk Space: 13 GB free

Video Memory: 256 MB

Video Card: NVIDIA GeForce 8500 /ATI Radeon HD 2600

Sound: DirectX 9.0c Compatible

Other Requirements:Initial installation requires one-time internet connection for Steam authentication; software installations
required (included with the game) include Steam Client, DirectX 9, Microsoft .NET 4 Framework, Visual C++ Redistributable
2005, Visual C++ Redistributable 2008, Visual C++ Redistributable 2010, and AMD CPU Drivers (XP Only/AMD Only)
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When I play this game, I feel almost like Fox Mulder if he had been placed in the SETI program instead of the X-Files.
Wonderful game, can't wait to see what the future brings!. Eternal "checking for the last version" screen is a pretty cool prank.
But I'd rather it was an actual game.. For a game which claims to be powered by my imagination, it is too much railroaded.
Straight to the point of almost nonexistant replayability.. Great game,
to idle for cards.. Bezier is one of the more gorgeous shmups I've run across lately, full of pretty colors that are almost all out to
wreck your odd little ship's day. the action can go from measured and precise in one moment to sheer manic panic in the next
heartbeat, all to the beats of a pretty sweet soundtrack. combat provides pilot experience which, on each new pilot level, opens
up an extra upgrade point that can be used to augment various ship systems or game mechanics -- and they can be completely
reset at any time the player wishes, even in the middle of a level.

each level's structure is simple enough: there's a Judgement timer, and there are Shields (mini-bosses) that one must destroy
before Judgement is reached -- or one's ship will expire, instead. all of this goes on while massive wads of enemies clamber in
from all quarters to smash one's curvy little craft. at the end of each level, there's a brief encounter with the main antagonist, and
then things move on to more difficult times.

Bezier is great fun, it's presented in a superbly stylish way, and the gameplay is well done.
I highly recommend it for any shmup lover!. ...well you tried.

But seriously this game is pretty much Armored Core meets Diablo with loot shooter elements, but the problem is its so stale
and boring that it ceases to be fun about halfway through. The end game content is unsatisfying and getting S ranks on the
missions is tedious instead of a challenge. The story puts you to sleep. The part selection and paint is bare minimum and the stats
are never explained. All the bosses are basically giant versions of the normal mechs with cheap tactics and that's only if they
work properly. I had two of the final bosses glitch out on me quite a few times. It was hilarious but sad at the same time. Also
the Hero Creation extension is basically playing the game all over again, with slightly different dialogue and 3 additional
missions. I S ranked all the missions in this game just so I can get my money's worth but jeez I only did it cause I was bored..
This game is on a very old SDK, not worth purchasing unless the developer updates it. I like this game very much,
I played this on Firstlook and it was amazing
I like the story and the drawings of many structures.
I talked to the developer for like an halfanhour,
Im recommend all of you to buy this game !. Not a bad game this one. It might have gone down in history books as a mediocre
game but it's ambition is quite obvious as soon as you start playing it some more.

You play the role of a soldier in a all-out war on planet Earth. There is a twist to this though and that is that war has been made
into a sport with bets and thus there are components such as making bets against mid to end level-boss opponents - and then
trying to win those bets - while doing actual missions that are mostly 'go here, overrun this position or building while escorting
engineers and blow up target x'. You need to manage your funds closely as you need money for ammo and repair stations. Go
broke and you will have lost the game.

There is a lot of things going on in the game and lots to do. Interesting places to visit and interesting people to kill. It's average
quality though in many areas is probably why this is not that well known. There is one really weak component too and that is the
B.O.S bet-fights as they range from unsatisfying '10 seconds and opponent is dead' to plain dumb fights where the environment
itself is a big problem or then the player selected equipment just isn't the 'winner' for this particular fight. Most annoying though
by far is the time limit combined with the unbelievable trash talk. for example a sniper enemy that evades you the whole fight
and who carries a recharging energy shield so you dump unbelievable amounts of lead on the poor sod and then he is saved by
the clock. 'Yeah i knew you were a ♥♥♥♥♥ who can't win me' -type of trash talk follows. In worst cases there is a forced
reload if the B.O.S opponent is the final opponent on a map. This is more than an annoyance as this is central mechanic to the
game and for me it almost sinks the game.

It's ambitious mechanics and fun missions gameplay with customizable loadouts and running around sometimes in mechs is fun
and the main reason i still consider this a pretty decent buy if you are interested in this type of gameplay. Beware though of
mediocrity in everything.
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This game manages to lag on i5 integrated card with 8gb of ram, lacks any graphics quality settings and won't allow me to call
standard unity quality settings window by holding shift during startup. Oh, and it's just a simple puzzle game with some amazing
minimal requirements. There are tons of unity games that run just fine even on my 12 years old laptop, but this one doesn't even
have an x86 build and manages to run slow on modern hardware. Seems like a poorly executed and unoptimized game to meh.
Sorry guys, thanks for the cards though.. ABANDONED!!!

https:\/\/youtu.be\/14jiOCxJw64

Only way to look at this game is to consider it as an asset fliip scam. Nothing here, no attempt post EA launch to even make it
seem like development is happening. STAY AWAY. Fix all controls please. Cannot move mouse?
-I PAID FOR THIS TITLE & STILL HAVE NO WORKABLE CONTROLS FOR OVER A YEAR NOW.
I sould happily test builds.... Juice Fresh is your typical Bejeweled \/ Candy Crush \/ Farm Heroes game with a fruity theme.
The levels start relatively easy and get more difficult as you progress.. An OK puzzle game, will admit to looking at the guide a
couple of times on the way through for a few levels I found particularly difficult to get 100% on on the way through. The
addition of the moving block makes the last 15 levels incredibly easy.

Not exactly an amazing story, but a fairly relaxing way to pass the time.
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